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President’s
Message
By Jim Connor
Happy New Year, Team STAR!
I hope you all survived the
holidays, both the normal craziness
that holidays will bring, but also
the unusual isolation that we all are
experiencing during the pandemic.
Zoom has gotten us back to socializing/interacting with friends, family, and clients, but
it’s still not the same enjoyment we realize from actually being with people in person. I
know I have continued to do the occasional in-person deposition or hearing during the
pandemic and reaped the “benefits” of having that personal interaction we are lacking
with the Zoom cases. At the end of the day, with all the frustrations and anxiety that
come with people speaking on top of one another, yelling at each other, not speaking
up, et cetera, I have realized I miss the human contact. In Zoom depos, I just “enjoy”
(NOT) the frustrations of someone not realizing the limitations of the Zoom platform and
trying to speak at the same time or not speaking up or reading off of a document so
fast that Zoom/the Internet garbles half of what they say. The flipside, and huge benefit
to all of this, is that my commute time is WONDERFUL, going from the bedroom to the
living room or office, wherever my computer is set up for the day’s deposition.
While I’m thinking of technology, if you haven’t already seen the announcement in
an email blast, our spring conference is going to be a virtual conference in light of the
pandemic’s ongoing restrictions. So be sure you plan to attend the STARtech21:
A Virtual Experience, slated for April 16-18, 2021. We are excited to be able to bring
the spring conference to you via Zoom rather than having to cancel as we did for spring
2020. The fall STARCON20: A Virtual Experience was a huge success, both as to subject
matter as well as from a technology standpoint. We had few, if any, glitches, and we
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expect to be able to bring you the same quality experience for STARtech21. So I look
forward to “being” with you there! Visit the STARtech21 page for more information and
to register today!
I do want to share with you all some personal good
news. I had THE BEST ever Christmas present on
Christmas morning when my wife and I welcomed our
first grandchildren. Our son Andrew and daughter-inlaw Courtney gave birth to a set of twins, Charlie Ross
and Mara Rose Connor, weighing in at 5 lbs. 4 oz. and
5 lbs. 14 oz. respectively. They were born prematurely
by C-section after Courtney had to be hospitalized and
put on bedrest for a couple of weeks. All are healthy,
and the babies are gaining weight appropriately.
What a gift! I’m sure any of you who have experienced
grandparenting know how this is lifechanging in such
a positive way. It definitely puts life into perspective,
learning what is meaningful, what to stress over and
what NOT to stress over.
Here is a picture of our bundles of joy at five
weeks old. I have a feeling Mara is going to rule this
household but be very protective of her little brother (Mara is a few minutes older).
That’s enough bragging…for now. Wait until I can be with you in person and will
bore you with all of the umpteen pictures on my phone.
That is all I have for now. I wish you a good remaining winter season and look
forward to the spring bloom. Hopefully Punxsutawney Phil is lying and we will see an
early spring.
Be well and stay strong,
Jim

QUESTIONS? Contact Us!
s t a r @ s t a ro n l i n e . o rg | 407-774-7880
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STAR Director Appointed to
Serve as NCRF Trustee
The National Court Reporters Foundation (NCRF) announced that
NCRA member Sandy Narup from Orlando, Florida, has been
appointed to serve a two-year term on its Board of Trustees. She
currently serves on the Foundation’s Angel Gatherers Committee
and is a director on the STAR Board of Directors.
“I feel it is so rewarding to give back to a profession that has been
so wonderful to me,” Narup said.
“The new friendships I have made while volunteering and
helping others is why everyone should devote some time to
volunteering. I cannot say enough about the Foundation and how
they have helped so many of my colleagues get started in this
fantastic field,” she added.
Narup holds the nationally recognized professional certification of
Sandra Narup, RPR, CLR, FPR
Registered Professional Reporter (RPR). She also holds the national
Realtime Systems Administrator certificate and is certified in the State of Florida as an FPR.
She has worked as a court reporter for 29 years and holds an associate degree from
Daytona Beach Community College. She has provided realtime for medical malpractice
cases, construction litigation, personal injury, workers’ compensation, corporate litigation,
products liability, family law, criminal cases, and is a former deputy official court reporter
for the Seventh Judicial Circuit. At the national level, Narup served on NCRA’s Freelance
Community of Interest Committee. At the state level, Narup has served in numerous
volunteer positions with the Florida Court Reporters Association, including as director,
secretary, and treasurer.
To learn more about NCRF and how you can support its many programs including
scholarships, visit NCRA.org or contact Foundation Manager Jill Parker Landsman
at jlandsman@ncra.org.

STAR and Stenograph Working
Together for YOU!
By Linda Fifield, MBA | Doris O. Wong Associates, Inc.
Collaborate. It’s what Stenograph and
members of the liaison committees
do to give court reporters, scopists,
and clients the products and services
needed to be productive while
working in the field and at home.

The Liaison/Technology Committee (LTC) has been in
existence since 1995. Stenograph selected court reporters
with different skillsets who represent the court reporting
profession to participate. Members on this committee
discuss existing and future products that benefit everyone.
It’s an eclectic group of individuals who embrace
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technology and love to think outside the box.
People on the committee represent
independent contractors, officials, and agency
owners who understand the technology and
how it affects business. The reporters on the
committee are high-level reporters who love to
push the envelope. A lot of the new “features
and enhancements” in Case CATalyst and
writers come from wishes thought up by the
committee members, users, and the Stenograph
team. The Stenograph developers take our
feedback and develop products like Brief It,
iCVNet, Cloud Backup, and RealTeam, to name
a few. Enhancements to the writer include the
touchscreen, short stroke, OPUS sound, and
TrueStroke technology. Everything is on the
table: product wishes, product misses, and
everything in between. It’s the dedication of
these individuals and Stenograph development
that gives court reporters better products with
each software update.
If you are not a part of the LTC and have
things that you would like to see in their
products, feel free to reach out to Stenograph
through their support line. Every wish you
provide gets placed into the “wish” folder.
Every wish is reviewed and prioritized for future
development.
Another important committee is the Agency
Liaison Committee (ALC) that was formed last
year. Anir Dutta, President of Stenograph,
saw a need to provide products and services
that address the needs of agency owners in
particular. Their first meeting was held virtually at
STARCON20.
Anir Dutta said, “The ALC meeting was a
great way to engage in meaningful conversations
with agencies and hear their perspective on the
current and future trends in the industry. We feel
this relationship will be crucial as Stenograph
continues to expand its portfolio of solutions and

services to address stakeholders across the entire
court reporting ecosystem.”
Membership on the ALC is diverse. To
address the changing marketplace, its members
are not only in the “traditional” court reporting
business as we know it, but the committee
also includes firms that utilize digital reporting.
There has certainly been a learning curve for all
members concerned as we try to understand
each other’s business model. However, our
operations are the same: accept the assignment,
schedule the reporter, take the record, produce
the transcript, bill the job, and get paid. The
only difference is how we capture the record.
Stenograph’s vision is to streamline this process
for firm owners.
Stenograph’s new venture, APEX, is currently
designed to help court reporting agencies
connect with Case CATalyst reporters. Through
Case CATalyst integration, reporters can choose
to make their availability visible to firms when
scheduling jobs. It also allows reporters to easily
send files to firms for production. APEX can be
incorporated with Stenograph’s YesLaw transcript
production software for maximum efficiency.
The hope is that in time this product will grow to
incorporate all users, regardless of their size and
software.
Both committees meet twice a year at
the STAR conferences. All discussions are
confidential. Members devote a full day to meet
exclusively with Stenograph management and
developers. It’s this collaboration that gives
reporters the leading-edge technology that
enables them to be more productive and gives
clients the products and services on which they
have come to rely.
I am honored to serve on both committees.
Great work is being done with the health and
prosperity of the profession and its members at
the forefront.
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Investing in Stenography
Students to Keep the
Profession Strong
By Anir Dutta | President of Stenograph
In the court reporting and captioning
community, we are all very much aware
of the reporter shortage that we are
facing. As we look towards the future,
we look for opportunity to grow the
profession with new reporters. And, of
course, that growth starts with students.
Project Steno is focused on
growing the number of stenotype
students not only entering, but also
graduating school in two years.
Utilizing a data-driven, metrics-based
ecosystem approach in their process,
Project Steno recruits students for
their partner schools, then establishes
regular benchmarks for the students
to work toward. Currently, they have
partnerships with 20 schools around the
United States.
Project Steno is committed to
learning who the best students are
and what’s the best way to teach
them. They began by providing tuition
assistance to students they felt had
the best chance to achieve the high
standards we know are necessary.
Their first class had an unheard of 34%
graduation rate in two years. Their
second class, scheduled to graduate
in 2021, currently has a 50% retention
rate. We’re proud of the work Project
Steno has done and believe they have
the right approach.
Stenograph’s position is that a
skilled stenographer using a stenotype
machine is the gold standard in

Nancy Varallo holds a $50,000 donation from Stenograph.
capturing the spoken word and will continue to be
one of the key methods of verbatim record capture
for generations to come. That is why Stenograph will
support Project Steno in its critical role of creating a new
generation of stenotype reporters. We are demonstrating
our commitment to the future of the profession by
donating $50,000 and 50 writers to support those who
want to pursue stenotype as a career. We are investing in
the future and in students who will keep the profession
strong and healthy.
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Taking a Remote Deposition?
WBA Members Offer Tips
By Kenneth Zais, President, O’Brien & Levine
Court Reporting Solutions

Kenneth Zais

It’s coming up on a year now
since the way we work changed
profoundly. We’ve adjusted,
pivoted, become comfortable
with new ways of doing what
we do—to comply with the
protocols of the pandemic era.
The familiar deposition,
with parties coming together
in a conference room for
a verbatim transcript of
testimony, is on hold. But
discovery must go forward, say
courts in Massachusetts and
nationwide, paving the way to
conduct depositions remotely.
A stenographer does not have
to appear in person to swear
in a witness. A videographer
may also record the witness
remotely.
For years here at O’Brien
& Levine, we’ve been
implementing the technology
for such a transformation.
The foundation is set, and
now every deposition on
our calendar is a remote
deposition.
What about exhibits?
Entirely digital. Multiple
paper copies not required.
There is no limit to the
number of exhibits that can be
uploaded in advance, to be
introduced through a cloud-

based record of exhibits as the
deposition proceeds. All are
preserved with the transcript.
Three Women’s Bar
Association members share
observations, with tips on
shifting from questioning a
witness in person, to being
equally effective when that
witness appears remotely.
Pre-pandemic, litigators
Elizabeth Crowley (Partner,
Burns & Levinson), Alison
Silveira (Senior Counsel,
Seyfarth Shaw), and Mary Beth
Sweeney (Partner, Atwood
Cherny) had rarely taken a
remote deposition.
Now, logging securely into
a videoconference platform,
Zoom, for example—along
with the digital version for
presenting exhibits—is second
nature.

On Getting Started
Consensus: Take advantage
of remote deposition prep
sessions and webinars.
Connect online—one-on-one
or with your legal team—and
go through the steps with
knowledgeable court reporting
staff.
Alison Silveira: We had a firmwide meeting of litigators for
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a presentation on remote depositions. There
was a walk-through of the platform, including
electronic exhibit sharing. It’s easy enough. Do
a dry run with a friend or colleague to practice
introducing exhibits. Plan ahead to prepare,
organize, and upload exhibits.
Elizabeth Crowley: For those who have yet to
take a remote deposition, I would encourage
them to find an opportunity to do so. If they
do, they should definitely do the prep sessions
to become familiar with the technology. Don’t
assume that since you know how to use a
computer, or other technology, you will be fine.
The training is definitely needed, and most
helpful. Litigators might think the last thing they
have time for is training, but doing so will ensure
a good experience for all, and give everyone
a chance to work through any issues. The
O’Brien & Levine team respectfully, yet firmly,
underscored the value of advance preparation. If
you conduct a remote deposition using O’Brien
& Levine, and their technology, I have no doubt
that you will have a positive experience.
Mary Beth Sweeney: My assistant prodded,
“We’ve got to start doing depositions, move
these cases forward” after courts closed and
everything stalled. I realized that you had to find
other ways to proceed. Lawyers of all ages and
degree of experience with technology would
have to adjust. The training is a tremendous
service. After the first deposition or two, it’s
second nature.

On Technology
Consensus: It is helpful to have one screen for
the videoconferencing link and a second for
introducing electronic exhibits.
Elizabeth Crowley: In one case, because my
client wanted to proceed without delay, early on
I initiated a remote deposition of the opposing
party. Although I was a little apprehensive about
using this new technology and approach, it
could not have been smoother. I found that from
the quality of the video, to ease of use, it was

efficient and streamlined. I almost forgot that I
was even taking it virtually.
Mary Beth Sweeney: In the beginning, my
home office was in a remote area. I upgraded
the Internet connection and computer
equipment, and I recommend it. I use an iPad
for Zoom and a laptop to present electronic
exhibits. Lawyers are used to having the client
right there, so my cell phone is handy to ask a
question or get a new piece of information with
a call or text.
Alison Silveira: At first, it was a bit
overwhelming. Over the past several months,
I’ve done 20 or so depositions. Now that I
have become familiar with pre-loading and
introducing exhibits during the proceeding, it’s
working seamlessly. Even when the attorney
and witness are in the same location, it is much
easier if they are on their devices in separate
rooms. If they are together, microphones echo,
people speak over each other, and it’s hard for
the stenographer to hear words spoken through
a mask.

On Expectations
Consensus: Patience, cooperation, and going
with the flow go a long way.
Alison Silveira: I thought the biggest
challenge would be establishing rapport with
a witness. I found it better than expected
over videoconference. We’re all getting more
comfortable with getting a glimpse into others’
lives. Recently, my daughter walked into the
room when I was taking a deposition. The
door was behind me so I didn’t see her. The
witness let me know I had a visitor! Once you’ve
adjusted your mindset to this is how a deposition
happens, I find that I forget I’m online.
Elizabeth Crowley: I was the first in my
department to take a remote deposition. It really
was a revelation, and a positive one. You think,
“Oh, it’s not going to be as effective as an inperson deposition.” It was. Again, as long as
you are prepared, and everyone has received
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the link from the court reporting company to
join the proceeding, it is really not difficult. Soon
thereafter, I shared information about remote
deposition services with all of my colleagues as
everybody was figuring out a way to practice law
during a pandemic. Many have since had the
opportunity to take remote depositions and their
experiences were equally as positive.
Mary Beth Sweeney: Patience is important.
Some attorneys were resistant to move to
remote depositions. Proclamations from the
judiciary regarding discovery meant the show
must go on. You have to cooperate when
there is a notice for a remote videoconference
deposition. I appreciate that O’Brien & Levine
offers the technology training to all sides at
no cost. Have discussions with clients to let
them know the technology isn’t always perfect.
Perhaps a participant will say, “I can’t hear,” or “I
can’t see.” I calmly pause the deposition, resolve
the issue and resume.

Elizabeth Crowley: One hundred percent, I will
absolutely continue with this process. Unless
the client feels otherwise, in my opinion, there
really is no reason for the hours of travel and
coordination that an in-person deposition often
requires. For example, if I have a court hearing in
the morning, and have two hours left to finish a
deposition, I can be at my home office and just
log on. You could not do that before necessarily
with in-person depositions. It would have been
a full day of travel, coordinating schedules, and
getting everybody there. I find clients love the
flexibility and appreciate the efficiencies, cost
savings, and convenience of remote depositions.

One More Observation: On Stipulations

On What’s Next

Alison Silveira: On top of the court reporter’s
usual stipulations, I do additional stipulations
covering where the witness is located, and that
the witness isn’t going to be communicating
via text or other means when on the record.
It’s important to get those stipulations from
opposing counsel.

Consensus: Remote depositions will continue
post-pandemic.

The Brief

Alison Silveira: Remote depositions won’t go
away when the pandemic is over. My guess is
that we’ll see a lot more. There’s going to be no
need to travel to California to take a deposition
as long it’s permissible for the stenographer
not to be in the same place as the witness. This
saves clients money and saves lawyers time
and money. For depositions out of state or in
inconvenient locations, I believe this will stick
around.
Mary Beth Sweeney: Even lawyers who never
would have wanted to be pressed into taking a
remote video deposition realize that this is the
new norm. I typically take depositions with a
younger colleague. They get the experience of
watching and learning from me. We’ve worked
out a practice where I ask the questions and
direct the associate to pull up the exhibit, so the
flow is not interrupted.

Since the start of the pandemic, in-person
depositions have been few and far between,
with good reason. Attorneys, legal support staff,
technicians, and stenographers are reluctant to
travel and interact outside their comfort zone.
Adhering to required safety precautions can be
complicated.
Thanks to the availability of reliable
technology to connect safely and securely,
collaboration continues, discovery proceeds, and
your cases stay on track.
###
Kenneth Zais is president and owner of O’Brien
& Levine Court Reporting Solutions in Boston,
providing worldwide coverage. An innovator and
leader in the field, Mr. Zais has continually introduced
technology that improves efficiencies for litigation
practices at depositions, arbitrations, trials, and
hearings. O’Brien & Levine is a long-time supporter
of the Women’s Bar Association.
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Get to Know Those Words That
Sound Alike and Look Alike
By Jan Schmitt, RPR, CSR, CCR
One of the most daunting
aspects of being a court
reporter is what you don’t
know. Knowing words is
imperative. Understanding the
subject matter and applying
the knowledge you have of
that subject with the words
involved is challenging, yet
fun. This week, while proofing
one of my new reporter’s
deposition transcripts, the
parties were referring to their
church parish. However, the
reporter had used the spelling,
perish, meaning to no longer
exist. Uh-oh. Totally different
meanings. To help understand
those sometimes baffling words
that sound similar, but have
completely different meanings,
I suggest you purchase 8,000
Soundalikes, Look-Alikes and
Other Words Often Confused,
edited by Eugenie Fitzhugh
and Mary Louise Gilman. I
purchased this through NCRA
(www.ncraonline.org). This book
is eye opening, and I’ve found
some words I did not even
know had a different spelling
or meaning. I regularly open
this book and read a few pages
each week.
Of course, the most
common words we commonly
confuse are stationery and
stationary. Stationary means

to stay still, stay with an A, so
it is spelled with the letter A
in the ending. Yet stationery is
paper you would use to write
a letter, two Es, so it is spelled
with an E in the ending. Finding
ways to distinguish conflicting
or confusing words is a great
way to get to know the English
language.
There’s also peek, peak,
and pique. If you take a peek
at the sunrise, your two eyes
are looking toward the sky, or
in this case two Es. A peak has
an A, which kind of looks like
a mountain peak. To pique
someone’s interest is to create
a question, hence it contains
a que for question. Same with
breech and breach. A breech
birth is ... you got it, two Es.
Then there’s effect and
affect. These are hard to
differentiate sometimes
because both can be a noun
and a verb. It is always “to the
effect.” So that’s easy. If you
can replace effect/affect with
the word, result, when a noun
(or implement/bring about
when a verb), then it’s effect.
If you can replace effect/affect
with the word, influence, then
it’s affect. Additionally, most of
the time when “a/an” or “the”
appears prior to it, it is effect
(noun). Affect is only a noun

in relation to psychology, as in
someone’s affect.
A few years ago I had a
case about an affluent family
with effluent issues at their
home. Yikes. They weren’t very
happy with the damages to
their home.
Passed and past are my
nemeses. Passed, meaning
going by, yet past meaning
having gone by. Sometimes it
could mean either or both. We
all have our word challenges;
that’s one of mine. Know your
word nemeses and conquer
them!
Court reporters listen and
report different cases each
day. Coming into a case where
everyone involved except the
court reporter understands the
case lingo can be a bit difficult.
So asking questions, looking at
documents, and doing some
Internet research during breaks
is most helpful. Generally, if
it seems the word doesn’t
make sense, it’s probably an
incorrect word or you’re simply
not understanding the subject
matter.
(This article was originally
published on the Schmitt
Reporting & Video, A Veritext
Company, blog.)
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Talk Steno to Me
The Little Things that Can
Make a Big Difference - Part 3
By Donna Urlaub
13,991 – The number of times I’ve written ELS. Just “else,” naked and
alone.
Years ago I picked up NIBLS (anybody else) – and it stuck -- 1,982 times.
Then S-BLS (somebody else) fell into place - 1,477 times.
Not too long ago, I was writing S-G/ELS and there it was, hiding in plain
sight. SLGS = something else. The same with NOG/ELS = NOLGS =
nothing else. NILGS = anything else; STHR-LGS = is there anything else.
NILGS was added to my dix 10 months ago; used 123 times.
A few more “elses.”
STHR-NLS = is there anyone else; NOBLS = nobody else; WONLS = one
else; STHR-BLS = is there anybody else; SWR-ELS = somewhere else;
WHAELS = what else; WHAFRLS = whatever else; WRELS = where else;
WHOELS = who else.
“F” phrases
Dropping the -R in “for” word phrases lets you clip on (thanks, Ed Varallo!)
RHPEs (right hand phrase enders)
Remember RHPEs: -FR = her; -IM = him; -FPL = them; -PBLG = that;
-LGTS = this
FOFR = for her 		

FOIM = for him		

FOFPL = for them

FOPBLG = for that		

FOLGTS = for this		

FOT = for the

FOIT = for it			

FOITS = for its		

FO-TS = for itself

FOU = for you		

FOUR = for your		

FOIR = four

FOUS = for us		

FO-RB = for sure		

FO-FRL = for their

FORP = for which		

FAOGD = for good		

FO-*FRL = for there

FOURN = for your own

FAOLGTS = for a little

FAONT = for a minute

FAOMT = for a moment

FAOKD = for a second

FAOIL = for a while

FOEFR = forever		

FOUF = for yourself

FAO*IL = file
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FOURPGS = for your deposition		

FOURJ = for your knowledge

FOURP(S) = for your opinion(s)		

FOURPT = for your report

FOURM = for your testimony		

FOURNG = for your understanding

FOURNGS = for your attention		

FRINS = for instance

FREG = for example			

FRID = for identification

FROERD = for the record

		

FAIRTS = fair to say

FRAOEFP = from each

FR-FR = from her		

FRIM = from him

FRIT = from it		

FRITS = from its		

FROER = from other

FROUR = from our		

FR-PBLG = from that

FR-FRL = from their

FR-FPL = from them		

FR-LGTS = from this

FR-FP = from which

FRIMT = from time to time FRUR = from your		

FRURN = from your own

FRURJ = from your knowledge		

FRURK = from your recollection

FRURPT = from your report

FRURNG = from your understanding

QUESTIONS? Contact Us!
s t a r @ s t a ro n l i n e . o rg | 407-774-7880
Stay Connected!
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